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From: A. Randolph Blough
To: Anne Passarelli; Brian Holian; Daniel Orr; David Vito; Diane Screnci; Eileen Neff;
Ernest Wilson; George Malone; Gilbert Johnson; Glenn Meyer; Hubert J. Miller; James Wiggins;
Jeffrey Teator; Karl Farrar; Marc Ferdas; Mel Gray; Neil Sheehan; Raymond Lorson; Scott Barber;
Theodore Wingfield; Tracy Walker
Date: 3/19/04 4:02PM
Subject: Re: Phone call from RI-2003-A-01 10 Salem/HC SCWE alleger

the alleger also called me last night and asked about the meeting; i responded that it went pretty well and
gave her a brief summary. the call lasted 7 or 8 minutes. I mentioned that i did not intend to endosrse or
approve the plan; we would look for results.
Sorry for not emailing this info sooner.

>>> David Vito 03/19/04 03:33PM >>>
- SENSITIVE ALLEGATION INFORMATION -
- PROTECT APPROPRIATELY -

Alleger called to get my opinions about the meeting yesterday. I just told her that it prompted a number of
questions on our part and that we were currently discussing those issues to determine how it would affect
our follow-up efforts.

She asked me if I knew who Rich Dunn was and if I had seen him at the meeting yesterday. I told her
that is didn't know who he was so I couldn't have recognized him. She told me that he was a union
member who was sitting with Charlie Hassler, the main union rep. at the meeting. She told me that she
had heard some information third -hand about Mr. Dunn's interface with the IAT. She told me that Mr.
Dunn ran into one of the people from the IAT who was doing interviews and asked "Am I on your list?"
The IAT member looked at the list of names and responded, "No." Mr. Dunn then purportedly took the list
and looked at it and replied to the IAT member, "These are all the "YES" people." The Mr. Dunn
supposedly provided the IAT member with a list of 27 "real" issues that the IAT shoudl be looking into and
told him "These are what you should be following up on."

She also asked if I knew that Hope Creek was shutting down for an approximate 10 day outage that would
interface with the upcoming Salem refueling outage. I told her that I wasn't aware of all those details but
that I wais sure that Randy and the folks in DRP were well aware.

CC: Daniel Holody; Leanne Harrison; Sharon Johnson


